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Figure 1: An envisioned desktop/VR 3D environment rendering application using “peeking” techniques. (a) The desktop
interface, which supports interaction from the mouse and the VR controllers. The user brings the teapot into the scene using
the mouse (Desktop). (b) The user switches to the VR controller to translate and rotate the teapot in 3D (Desktop-to-VR input
peek). (c) The user enters VR to place the houseplant, for a better sense of scale and spacing (VR). (d) Instead of switching to
desktop, the user summons an interactive body-mounted desktop view to save the final render (VR-to-Desktop viewing peek).
ABSTRACT
Cross-reality tasks, like creating or consuming virtual reality (VR)
content, often involve inconvenient or distracting switches between
desktop and VR. An initial formative study explores cross-reality
switching habits, finding most switches are momentary “peeks”
between interfaces, with specific habits determined by current con-
text. The results inform a design space for context-aware “peeking”
techniques that allow users to view or interact with desktop from
VR, and vice versa, without fully switching. We implemented a
set of peeking techniques and evaluated them in two levels of a
cross-reality task: one requiring only viewing, and another requir-
ing input and viewing. Peeking techniques made task completion
faster, with increased input accuracy and reduced perceived work-
load.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Switching between desktop and VR interfaces can be cumbersome.
Switching from desktop to VR, for example, involves picking up
VR controllers, re-adjusting headset fit, and re-orienting in the
virtual environment for every switch. Likewise, switching from VR
to desktop involves placing controllers down, placing the headset
down, and grasping the mouse. These device transitions can take
time, and impose a physical and mental context switch which can
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disrupt the user’s focus and workflow. Switching between desktop
and VR is already becoming more common and necessary as VR
gains popularity for consumers and content creators.

Solutions for 2D-3D context switching typically involve sec-
ondary viewing devices integrated into the VR scene, like presenting
2D desktop interfaces within VR [13] or an articulated 2D display
as a viewing window [11, 43]. Previous work also explores “cross-
reality blending” approaches to unify the user’s real and virtual
environments, such as presenting real objects in VR [24, 31, 40, 53]
or exiting VR more fluidly by fading in the real environment [26].
These systems address awareness issues with cross-device tran-
sitions, but offer little exploration of the general design space of
cross-reality interfaces or the habits and preferences of users with
workflows across both desktop and VR.

Our work contributes to the wider discussion of transitional
interfaces by investigating context-aware transitions between VR
and desktop. This work has two broad objectives, which we phrase
as research questions:

• (RQ1)What are the challenges and preferences of VR users and
content creators, when completing tasks which may require
using both desktop and VR?

• (RQ2) Can we use these findings to develop an effective and
preferable alternative to fully transitioning between interfaces?

A formative study of VR users and content creators found that
they often need to transition between desktop and VR, but find it
disorienting or tedious. These transitions often address a specific
task requirement like differing functionality or input precision, or a
physical issue such as fatigue. Users reported that these transitions
were typically temporary, and motivated by current usage context.

To address this, we explore the idea of a ”peek” between these
interfaces as a temporary transition between a primary interface
and a secondary interface. For example, consumer VR platforms
like SteamVR and Oculus allow users to peek from VR (primary) to
their desktop (secondary) by quickly activating an in-VR desktop
view, interacting with it, then dismissing it. We extend this idea
of contextual peeking into SwitchSpace, a design space for cross-
reality peeking which encompasses temporary changes in both
input device (mouse or VR controllers) and viewing device (desktop
display or VR HMD). SwitchSpace is designed as a state machine
which activates different peeking techniques depending on the
user’s current and past states. Peeking techniques using this state
machine allow the user to quickly view and provide input across
modalities, without having to change between input or viewing
devices (Figure 1).

We implemented a collection of peeking techniques within our
design space, then evaluated them in a controlled cross-reality task.
Participants solved math problems in both VR and desktop, with
each problem having a missing number in the opposite interface,
prompting a peek or full transition. Peeking techniques made this
cross-reality task 38% faster than a full transition, at the same
time alleviating accuracy differences between the mouse and VR
controllers.The ability to use peeking techniques reduced perceived
workload across several NASA-TLX categories.

We make three contributions: (1) a formative study of real-world
cross-reality tasks encountered by VR users; (2) a design space of
VR and desktop peeking techniques for cross-reality tasks; and (3)

design recommendations for cross-reality workflows motivated by
the results of a user study.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Cross-reality interaction techniques are part of general cross-device
computing, which has an extensive history within HCI. We discuss
a more focused set of topics, but recommend the work of Brudy
et al. [9] and Marriott et al. [30] for a wider review. We discuss
specific related work for cross-reality interfaces, including real-
virtual alignment, interaction space conversions, and transitional
interfaces.

2.1 Real-Virtual Alignment
Prior work has explored real-virtual alignment, aligning elements of
the real world with the virtual world. We discuss real-virtual align-
ment with regard to output (e.g., aligning haptics or surrounding
visual elements), input (e.g., aligning real and virtual representa-
tions of input devices), and workspace (e.g., aligning real and virtual
desks).

Real-virtual alignment within system output can increase aware-
ness and comfort, as well as provide useful illusory effects. In addi-
tion to notifying the VR user of non-VR bystanders [14, 18, 27, 34,
45], aligning real and virtual worlds can enable more comfortable
interaction with real-world objects [10, 40]. Hartmann et al. [24]
explored real-time rendering techniques using a headset-mounted
depth camera to allow users to see real objects in VR, finding that
participants could view and interact with real objects within VR
without losing presence in the virtual environment. RealityLens [47]
extends this idea by focusing on placing user-defined views of the
real environment from VR, finding that having elements of the real
world blended in VR, especially during activities or interactions
that involve them, can increase presence and comfort. At the same
time, strategic misalignment of real objects and virtual proxies can
be used for illusory effects [2, 37] which can be exploited to provide
touch feedback [12] or increase comfort [49].

Real-virtual alignment within system input typically involves
bringing desktop input devices into VR, like using real-virtual align-
ment to make typing on a physical keyboard in VR faster and more
comfortable [22, 31, 35].

Aligning the real and virtual workspace can also be beneficial.
Zielasko et al. [53, 54] used a real-virtual aligned desk to evaluate
desk-mounted versus in-air menu selection techniques, finding that
the passive haptic feedback of tapping menu items on a real-world
desk in VR slightly improved menu interaction time. Wagner Filho
et al. [46] also used a real-virtual aligned desk as a tabletop inter-
action surface for an immersive visualization prototype, finding
that their tabletop and 3D gestural interface was more engaging
but made some more precise interactions slower.

Real-virtual alignment in cross-reality interactions is important
because it can increase user comfort as well as mediate friction
caused by input device differences. Our work synthesizes the find-
ings of Zielasko et al. [53] andWagner Filho et al. [46] for improving
comfort and functionality, and further explores real-virtual aligned
input expanding on work like McGill et al. [31]. However, we place
a more explicit focus on transitioning between VR and desktop,
using real-virtual alignment as one way to make these transitions
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more functional and comfortable. We expand on previous findings
by creating a design space of VR-desktop transitions informed by
real-world use cases, and exploring the impacts of transitioning
between VR and desktop specifically.

2.2 2D Interactions Within 3D
Many cross-reality workflows make use of 2-dimensional input
within 3-dimensional environments. For example, Kim et al. [25]
explored cursor movement techniques for spatial augmented reality,
finding that using a head-mounted cursor with a perspective-based
targeting technique [33] was superior for long distances. Similarly,
Zhou et al. [51] evaluated a depth-aware technique, interpolating
cursor depth and control-display gain based on object depth relative
to the user, finding that the benefits afforded depend on the level
of depth complexity in the scene.

Also relevant to our work are techniques for using flat panels,
like 2D displays, in 3D. Early work by Coninx et al. [13] described
a 2D/3D hybrid interface, using a boom-mounted 3D display. A
pinch glove provided input to flat-panel UI elements within a 3D
immersive modelling task. Similarly, the Boom Chameleon [43]
used a touch panel mounted to a boom arm, combining precise
2D input with free 3D movement, in a 3D annotation prototype.
Later work by Surale et al. [42] and Arora et al. [1] further ex-
plored the use of tablets in 3D environments (for 2D touch gestures
in VR and 2D drawing in AR, respectively), finding that the use
of interactive flat-panel screens for 3D drawing can mitigate the
lower accuracy of 3D spatial input. Building upon earlier cross-
dimensional gestural interfaces like that of Benko et al. [6], Zhu et
al. [52] used a smartphone as a more precise input surface for head-
mounted AR. Participants found the content engaging, specifically
the ability to transfer content from 2D to 3D. Particularly relevant
to our work, Wang and Lindeman [48] evaluated a hybrid design
using an arm-mounted tablet and a non-occlusive VR headset. In
a design task, they found that quick interactions with a secondary
2D interface can help complete more complicated VR design tasks
more easily, despite the additional complexity of learning a hybrid
system.

Implementing 2-dimensional interactions in 3-dimensional envi-
ronments can mitigate the inaccuracy of spatial input, and benefit
overall usability [42, 48]. Previous work provides initial design
insights, but does not specifically focus on the objective and sub-
jective impacts of transitioning between standalone 2D and 3D use
cases. Our implementation enables both 2D and 3D input, within
2D and 3D environments, with an explicit focus on the impact of
transitioning between them.

2.3 2D-3D Transitional Interfaces
A major component of our work is the transitional interface be-
tween desktop and VR. Previous work has explored transitional
interfaces, and provides initial evaluations.

Millette et al. [32] explored combining desktop and AR computer-
aided design systems, with the AR interface controlled by hand
gestures or a smartphone. An informal evaluation found context-
switching helpful, but minimal visual feedback made transitioning
between the smartphone and AR difficult. Similarly, Serrano et

al. [39] evaluated using head gaze input in a headset-mounted AR
system to transfer content and usage context across multiple de-
vices. Participants found the system engaging but found having
too many head-mounted elements distracting when primarily deal-
ing with 2D interfaces. Grubert et al. [21] evaluated cross-display
interaction techniques using AR widgets distributed over multiple
devices, showing that a combination of AR and smartwatch inter-
faces can outperform single-device interactions. Bogdan et al. [7]
evaluated transitions between 2Dmouse and 3D freehand input in a
3DTV desktop interface, finding that a hybrid model enabling both
2D and 3D input was fastest. They describe several input triggers
(e.g. mouse movements, freehand movements) and context triggers
(e.g. camera rotation) to activate transitions automatically.

User context can provide an additional stream of input to a sys-
tem. Lu et al. [29] evaluated several techniques for AR UI panels to
respond to user context, finding that when users are moving around
an area, UI should be as low-friction as possible. Similarly, Fender
and Müller [15] evaluated state transitions for spatial augmented
reality UIs based on user and object positions, allowing for the
definition of states and responses ad-hoc based on their context.

Previous work also provides design guidelines for our focus on
transitioning into and out of VR. Schröder et al. [38] provided sev-
eral analytical lenses for transitional interfaces between desktop,
tablet-based AR, and VR, and analyzed counts and frequencies of
transitions as a way to characterize the use of multi-user transi-
tional interfaces. Knibbe et al. [26] evaluated several remedies for
disorientation when leaving VR, suggesting that systems fade in
elements of the real world to make transitioning between VR and
non-VR easier. George et al. [16] evaluated multiple methods for
transitioning between VR and the real world, compared to standard
HMD passthrough. Using a visual search task, they found that using
a user-triggered AR view as an intermediate step between VR and
the real world was preferable for interacting with the real world
from VR without losing presence. Similarly, Grasset et al. [20] ex-
plored user transitions between AR and VR views of the same scene,
for an environment exploration and search task. Transitioning from
AR to VR caused disorientation, leading the authors to recommend
visual aids like previews or aligned visual elements.

Pointecker et al. [36] explored four additional visual techniques
for transitioning between AR and VR, finding that quickly fading be-
tween realities was preferable when switching frequently. Likewise,
McGill et al. [31] found that participants preferred reality-blending
techniques for interacting with real-world objects from VR instead
of having to feel around or fully remove the headset.

Carvalho et al. [11] evaluated a transitional interface using three
combinations of input and output techniques: desktop UI using a
mouse and keyboard; stereoscopic monitor using a Wiimote for
direct interaction; and a CAVE VR system using a Wiimote for
raycasting. They categorize transitions based on 3 continuity prop-
erties: perceptual (output device), functional (input device), and cog-
nitive (data representation). Users could transition between these
combinations by explicitly choosing an option to transition. After
an exploratory evaluation, the authors suggest providing additional
visual feedback for transitions, and maintaining input consistency
between states.
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Table 1: Counts of answers from the formative study. All answers were optional, so we also show counts of non-answers.

Question Response with Count (24 total respondents)

Gender Man Woman Non-binary Did not answer

9 2 1 12
VR Usage Time 3 or more years 2 years 1 year or less Did not answer
"How long have you been using VR?" 11 8 4 1
VR Usage Per Week
"How many hours per week do you use VR?"

5 or fewer hours 6-10 hours 11-20 hours 21-30 hours 31-40 hours 41+ hours

M = 13.2, SD = 13.86 8 7 3 3 2 1
Primary Use Case Recreation Work
"For what purpose do you primarily use VR?" 17 7
Work Usage
"If using VR for work, what are you doing with it?"

Interactive 
prototyping

Creating VR 
content

3D design 
applications

Of the 7 work users. 5 4 4

Transitional interfaces bridge the gap between disparate input
and output mechanisms. George et al. [16] explore transitions be-
tween VR and reality, but do not focus on transitions between input
devices or the role of context within their design space. Serrano et
al. [39] provide guidelines for transitioning input devices for AR,
while McGill et al. [31] and Knibbe et al. [26] provide recommenda-
tions for blending VR and reality, but little work bridges the gap
between desktop and VR input and output. Moreover, while Car-
valho et al. [11] provide a theoretical framework for categorizing
input and output transitions, they do not explore the role of context
and instead opt for manually activating transitions.

Previous work exploring transitional interfaces does not explore
the interface-transitioning habits of people who use VR and desktop
applications in everyday scenarios. There remains a gap in under-
standing the current user preferences, challenges, and objective
impacts involved with real-world cross-reality tasks.

2.4 Summary
Designing generalizable cross-reality interactions requires under-
standing the relationship between the user’s environment (VR or
the real world), hardware, interaction techniques, and context. Prior
work in blending real and virtual environments typically use static
or manual invocations of blending techniques, instead of respond-
ing to device or context changes. Moreover, their analyses place
little emphasis on the usability impact of transitioning devices or
input techniques. Work exploring 2D interaction techniques within
3D environments typically focuses on blending input methods in-
stead of transitioning between them. Prior work in transitional
interfaces explores techniques for moving between VR, AR, and
reality, but place little emphasis on input tasks that require the use
of both VR and desktop interfaces simultaneously. Describing the
real-world challenges and effects of cross-reality workflows is a
critical early step in developing more effective and comfortable al-
ternatives. As such, for a full understanding, we conduct a two-part
investigation. First, we will describe the usability challenges faced
by real-world VR users with cross-reality workflows. Second, we
will use these insights to to develop and evaluate a system that can
remedy these challenges.

Table 2: Open-ended questions in the formative study.
1. “Do you use applications that support both VR and non-VR usage? If so, which?”

2. “Why would you choose using those applications in Non-VR instead of in VR?”

3. “Why would you choose using those applications in VR instead of Non-VR?”

4. “How often do you switch between VR and Non-VR modes for these applications,
in one usage session?”

5. “Please list any other notable experiences you have regarding using VR for
extended amounts of time.”

3 FORMATIVE STUDY
We conducted a formative study with 24 frequent VR users (de-
mographic details in Table 1) to better understand transitioning
between VR and desktop in everyday situations (RQ1). Respon-
dents ranged from 18 to 47 years old with a median age of 29. We
recruited respondents via word-of-mouth and public online post-
ings in US-based online forums. The survey took approximately 20
minutes, and respondents were entered into a draw for two $50 USD
prizes. After the demographics and usage time questions, we asked
participants open-ended questions (Table 2) about their preferences
and habits between VR and desktop use.

3.1 Results
Respondents reported several factors impacting their choice of
platform in cross-reality workflows.

3.1.1 Choosing Desktop Over VR. Respondents preferred desktop
applications over VR applications for reduced discomfort, more
convenience, reduced fatigue, and increased input precision. When
asked why they would choose using cross-reality applications on
desktop instead of VR, respondents noted that VR is often uncom-
fortable: “Headsets need to improve and not hurt our eyes, face, etc.
Current VR is medieval” [P15].

Convenience was a contributing factor, with desktop interfaces
perceived as “less of a hassle” [P11], with fewer “hardware issues”
[P10] and “more straightforward and cost less time to set up” [P19].
Respondents preferred desktop when they need “to jump in quickly
to fix something. [It] may not warrant need to put on [the] headset
if session time is limited or short” [P21]. Similarly, respondents
considered desktop to have a higher “ability to multitask” [P3].
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Respondents valued the “ease of multitasking while watching amovie
or show” [P9], or using desktop when “I need to work at the same
time” [P21].

Fatigue was also a contributing factor. Respondents valued using
desktop when they “don’t want to be as physical, or want to be more
efficient” [P12]. P14 agreed: “[I get] fatigue in my arms, holding
controller up in-front of me”. Respondents considered the physical
implications of using VR: “When I’m sick I play in desktop and avoid
VR entirely” [P21]; “I also have physical disabilities which make VR
more taxing for me” [P8].

Participants also preferred desktop for increased input precision.
Desktop was preferred for “gaming and development” [P22], and
P14 used “precision sketch input for Gravity Sketch1, better on [a
drawing] tablet than in VR”.

3.1.2 Choosing VR Over Desktop. Respondents preferred using VR
over desktop for higher immersion and better visualization. When
askedwhy theywould choose to use cross-reality applications in VR
instead of desktop, respondents cited “immersion” [9 respondents
total] and “fun” [P1, P11] as major factors in choosing VR. P20 noted
the effect of being immersed in a comfortable VR environment: “I
was comfortable enough to actually fall asleep in a social game while
hanging out with friends late one night”.

Respondents preferred VR in situations that need spatial under-
standing. Respondents preferred VR for the “better sense of scale,
look, and feel of 3D designs” [P14]. Similarly, VR offered “better visu-
alization compared to solid model and costs less time to build” [P19].
Respondents valued VR for “more flexibility of game actions” [P10].

Respondents were excited about future 3D design applications:
“In the past [I] mostly [used VR] for review, annotations, communica-
tion, and better understanding. But I recently also got pretty excited
about subdivision modelling in VR (see Gravity Sketch), promising
for 3D content creation” [P14].

3.1.3 Transitioning Between VR and Desktop. Finally, we asked
respondents about their experience transitioning between desktop
and VR interfaces within a single session. 5 of 7 respondents who
use VR for work mentioned the need to transition between VR and
desktop in their occupation workflow, often changing settings in
desktop and viewing the effects in VR. P22 wrote: “development
takes lots of iterating between headset and VR”. Transitioning is
“part of the development of the app (fixes, changes, etc.)” [P2], or
to “check the computer system” [P8]. 3D design and development
applications also needed transitions, for example, “In VRED [a 3D
design and visualization application] I [transition] if I need to tune
the scene or the visualization parameters, so it’s a constant VR/non-VR
change” [P14].

Respondents who use VR for recreation reported a lesser need
to fully transition within a single session, often choosing to “stay
in VR or [desktop] for a given session” [P9]. However, rather than
fully transitioning (taking the headset entirely off, putting down
the controllers, grabbing the mouse), respondents mentioned using
a feature in SteamVR or Oculus which enables an interactive view
of their PC desktop in VR, often to check messages [P5, P13].
1https://www.gravitysketch.com/

Some respondents leaving VR noted an experience similar to
participants in the user study by Knibbe et al. [26], noting “disasso-
ciation with the real world. Taking the headset off after a long session,
it takes my brain a second or two to remember that I’m in my home.
This happened much more frequently when I was new to VR.” [P9].
P13 agrees, having previously experienced “visual bleeding - after a
long [VR] session when I first started the real world felt unreal”.

3.2 Discussion (RQ1)
Our first research objective (RQ1) was to understand the challenges,
workarounds, and preferences of real-world users with cross-reality
workflows. Our results validate our assumed trade-offs between
VR and desktop with real-world users, as well as align with previ-
ous work in 2D-3D cross-device workflows [26, 31, 52]. The Tran-
sitioning feedback provides additional design considerations for
improving VR-desktop cross-device interactions.

3.2.1 Cross-Reality Transitions Are Temporary. Respondents with
work-related cross-reality workflows noted the need to adjust set-
tings on the desktop then briefly view the changes in VR [e.g. P14,
P22]. Likewise, respondents using VR for recreation often used an
in-VR panel to temporarily view their desktop to change games
or respond to messages. In these use cases, transitions between
VR and desktop are rarely permanent. We see these momentary
transitions as a desire to peek between VR and desktop.

Viewing and interactingwith the PC desktop fromVR is function-
ally an alternative to removing the headset, placing the controllers
down, and transitioning to a mouse and keyboard. We can consider
an in-VR view of the desktop one example of a peeking tech-
nique: a means to bridge the gap between VR and desktop without
incurring the discomfort or cognitive demand of fully transitioning.

3.2.2 Decouple Input From Output. In VR development, quickly
checking visual changes in the virtual environment may not require
the use of input devices. Likewise, checking a button mapping on
a VR controller may not require the use of the headset. Respon-
dents preferred VR for its increased immersion and visual fidelity,
despite lower perceived accuracy. Likewise, respondents discussed
preferring desktop for its greater accuracy and comfort, despite
lower immersion. A design space that separates input and output
peeking techniques can make descriptions more granular and help
find a compromise between conflicting design priorities like visual
fidelity and input accuracy.

4 SWITCHSPACE DESIGN SPACE
The formative study found that most cross-reality workflows in-
volve short, temporary movements between VR and desktop, decou-
pling input from output. To contextualize our findings and guide
future implementations, we describe a design space of techniques
which increase usability by supporting these temporary “peeks”
explicitly, in addition to full transitions. This design space’s un-
derlying state machine enables context-awareness by decoupling
input and output transitions. We describe the state machine and
our implementation of several examples of peeking techniques.
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Peek: Desktop to VR

Peek: VR to Desktop

Desktop VRInput: Mouse and Keyboard
Viewing: Desktop Monitor

Input: Mouse and Keyboard
Viewing: Desktop Monitor

Input: VR Controllers
Viewing: VR Headset

Input: VR Controllers
Viewing: VR Headset

Desktop-to-VR peeking techniques
(Input or Viewing)

VR-to-Desktop peeking techniques
(Input or Viewing)

Figure 2: The state machine used in our description of a context-aware cross-reality interface, between primary states Desktop
and VR (green). Changes in input or viewing device trigger state transitions. Changing from the standard input devices or the
standard viewing device for a primary state brings the state machine to a secondary“peek” state (blue).

4.1 Classifying Context
We derive our description of context from three categories of for-
mative study feedback: input, viewing, and memory.

The input context addresses the match between the fidelity of
the user’s current input device and the demands of the task. Sur-
vey respondents preferred VR and desktop input techniques for
different tasks (desktop for precision, VR for 3D manipulation). Mis-
matches between device and task fidelity can cause usability issues
within a system [50]. We consider input peeking techniques as
techniques that address usability issues in interacting with content
across interfaces. Our implementation triggers input changes by
detecting mouse movements more than 1 mm or controller move-
ments more than 5 mm in the last second, or the activation of any
input peeking technique.

The viewing context addresses the match between the fidelity of
the display and the task. Survey respondents preferred the VR head-
set for greater levels of immersion. Likewise, they preferred desk-
top displays when completing multiple tasks at once (e.g., working
while watching a movie [P9]) or when VR headsets were physi-
cally uncomfortable. We consider viewing peeking techniques as
techniques that address usability issues in viewing content across
interfaces. Our implementation triggers viewing changes using the
headset proximity sensor (to detect headset wear status) or the
activation of any viewing peeking technique.

Peeks between interfaces are temporary. We identify the im-
portance of memory to encapsulate how cross-reality workflows
involve moving from a primary to a secondary interface, then re-
turning. Includingmemory as part of a description of context allows
the same combination of input and viewing devices to function
differently based on the current primary and secondary interfaces,
enabling a greater variety of potential designs.

4.2 Context State Machine
We represent the design space as a collection of primary and sec-
ondary states (Figure 2), with changes in viewing and input tech-
nique serving as transitions between them. Starting from standard
configurations of input devices (mouse and keyboard for Desktop,
controllers for VR) and viewing devices (desktop monitor, VR head-
set) for a given primary state, any change in input or viewing
technique triggers a transition to a secondary “peek” state. The user

can fully transition by adopting the standard input and viewing
devices of the other primary state. A system-level understanding
of the user’s previous states enables the use of multiple peeking
techniques for the same combination of input and viewing devices,
and allows the system to discern between techniques based on con-
text. Our implementation separates peeking techniques based on
the direction of the associated state transition, either VR-to-Desktop
or Desktop-to-VR.

Starting in VR, activating input or viewing peeking techniques
transitions the user into a VR-to-Desktop peek state. The user can
return to headset and controllers to re-enter the VR state, or fully
transition to Desktop by removing the headset and moving the
mouse. Likewise, from Desktop, the user can activate input and
viewing peeking techniques to enter the Desktop-to-VR state, with a
full transition to VR triggered by donning the headset and grabbing
the controllers.

4.3 Peeking Techniques
Our design space supports many possible techniques for peeking
between desktop and VR. Formative study participants reported
the need to complete simple cross-reality pointing and selection
tasks, like quickly summoning and interacting with the desktop
view from VR. As such, we implemented a representative selection
of techniques appropriate for cross-reality pointing and selection.
We implemented these techniques in Unity3D with the SteamVR
SDK and Vive Input Utility. We describe our techniques by direction
(Desktop to VR, VR to Desktop) and category (viewing, input).

4.3.1 Desktop to VR. Peeking techniques from Desktop to VR en-
able the user to complete tasks in VR without needing to fully
transition to the VR HMD and controllers.

Viewing peeking techniques from Desktop to VR involve us-
ing a simulated HMD view from the desktop, or briefly donning
the HMD without controllers. From the desktop, the user can use
the keyboard or an onscreen button to activate a simulated HMD
view (Figure 3), which can be moved at multiple levels of fidelity:
simple indirect translation using the WASD keys or arrow keys;
directly-manipulated translation with the mouse by holding Space;
or directly-manipulated rotation with the mouse by holding Shift.
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Figure 3: The simulated HMD view, for peeking from Desk-
top to VR. The real desk and HMD positions appear in the
environment. The user can interact with objects and UI in
the scene equivalently to VR controllers by using the mouse
or by pointing the controller at the physical monitor. The
user can save up to 5 camera angles for more convenient
navigation (bottom left).

Without donning the HMD, the user can use a VR controller in-
stead of the mouse to do those same camera movements in 3D. The
simulated HMD view shows the position of the real HMD, and the
user can save up to 5 camera angles using onscreen buttons. For
added visual fidelity, the user can don the HMD without grabbing
VR controllers. Two objects will appear in the HMD’s view: a rect-
angular marker showing the position of the simulated HMD; and a
cursor anchored to their view (at the depth of any hovered object)
which is movable with the mouse and constrained to within the
HMD’s lenses.

Input peeking techniques from Desktop to VR involve using the
mouse to interact as if it were a VR controller, or the VR controller
to interact as if it were the mouse. While wearing the HMD or
in the simulated HMD view, the mouse cursor acts as a 2 degree-
of-freedom targeting mechanism for a virtual controller raycast,
with left-click equivalent to the controller trigger. To the user, this
functions like a standard desktop mouse but with the ability to
interact in the virtual environment like a controller.

Still without donning the HMD, the user can point a VR con-
troller at the real monitor to interact via the simulated HMD view,
raycasting through the real monitor into the environment (Figure 4).
The virtual controller’s ray intersects with a collision plane aligned
with the real monitor, at the coplanar 2D point %2 (Figure 4a). That
same point, but coplanar to the simulated HMD screen plane, is
%ℎ . The simulated HMD casts a ray from its position, through %ℎ ,
into the virtual environment, returning a final collision point %F
(Figure 4b). The cursor is placed at %F , and scaled to maintain visual
angular size (Figure 4c).

If the user dons the HMD and picks up the controllers, they
transition fully into VR.

4.3.2 VR to Desktop. Similarly, peeking techniques from VR to
desktop allow the user to complete tasks on the desktop without
needing to fully transition to the mouse or real monitor.

Viewing peeking techniques from VR to Desktop allow the user
to quickly and temporarily view the monitor from VR. If the user

is away from the desk, they can view the Desktop UI in two ways.
First, they can summon an interactive world-anchored panel in
front of them using a controller button (Figure 5a), similar to an
existing Oculus and SteamVR feature. Alternatively, the user can
raise and turn their left arm (similar to checking one’s watch) to
summon a smaller body-anchored panel on their arm (Figure 5b).
If the user is at the desk, moving the cursor will summon a virtual
monitor showing the desktop view, aligned with the real monitor
(Figure 5c). If the user removes the HMD while away from the desk,
UI elements will scale up for easier viewing at a distance.

Input peeking techniques from VR to Desktop involve using the
controllers to move the desktop cursor. The user can manipulate
the VR controllers to raycast to any active desktop view to place
the cursor. The VR environment contains a real-virtual aligned
representation of the desk (see Section 4.3.3). If at the desk, the user
can also move the cursor by turning their controller sideways and
sliding it on the desk like a mouse (Figure 5c). The user can also
put down one or both controllers and use the mouse to move the
cursor. Moving the mouse or sliding the controller on the desk will
summon the virtual monitor, aligned with the real monitor.

Removing the HMD and moving the mouse will trigger a full
transition back to Desktop.

4.3.3 Real-Virtual Alignment and Calibration. In addition to real-
virtual alignment increasing spatial awareness and decreasing dis-
comfort when transitioning [24, 26], some peeking techniques re-
quire calibration of the real monitor and desk positions. Before
using the system, the user must first calibrate the positions of the
real desk and monitor by touching the front of the VR controller to
the front of the desk, then to the center of the real monitor.

5 EXPERIMENT
The formative study demonstrated that real-world cross-reality
workflows are uncomfortable and disruptive (RQ1) and motivated
a design space of temporary, context-dependent transitions in both
input and output. To quantify the effect of these transitions, and
answer RQ2 by evaluating the effectiveness of our implementation,
we conducted an experiment using a “math problem” task that
captures the essence of a cross-reality workflow. This compact and
conceptually simple task is important for internal validity since it
controls how and when participants need to transition between
Desktop and VR. It is designed to be simple, while still prompting
transitions that match those in the design space. We use it to sys-
tematically evaluate transitions across only viewing devices, as
well as transitions across both input and viewing devices using an
unlock subtask. Testing a complex real-world application, like 3D
modelling, would make it difficult to control experiment factors,
harder to train participants, and more challenging to systematically
gather quantitative data within the time constraints of an experi-
ment session. We discuss study designs with specific applications
in Section 6.3.

5.1 Participants
We recruited 16 participants (ages 24 to 35, 9 men, 7 women, 0 non-
binary, 13 right-handed, 3 left-handed) by word-of-mouth, and each
received $15 remuneration for completing the roughly 45-minute
session. This study took place in Canada, so participants were paid
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Figure 4: Our approach for using the VR controller to point through the real monitor, for Desktop-to-VR peeking. (a) In the
virtual environment, the controller’s raycast intersects a collision plane aligned with the real monitor, at point %2 . (b) %2 is
converted to a screen-space point %ℎ , and a second raycast from the simulated HMD camera through %ℎ returns the world-space
coordinate %F . (c) The cursor appears at %F , appearing to the user where the controller is physically pointing.

  

(a) (b) (c)

Wearing VR HMD (all techniques)

Figure 5: Interactive views of the desktop UI, for peeking from VR to Desktop: (a) a world-anchored view; (b) a body-anchored
view; and (c) a view on the desk aligned with the real monitor, summoned by the mouse or a mouse-like movement of the VR
controller.

in Canadian dollars. 7 participants had at least moderate experience
with 3D content creation applications like Blender or Unity. 14 had
at least moderate experience navigating in 3D, like in video games.
11 had at least moderate experience with VR. The experiment was
approved by our organization’s ethics review board.

5.2 Apparatus
Our implementation used a Meta Quest Pro HMD connected to
a PC, which was powered by an Intel Core i7-9700k CPU and a
NVIDIA RTX 3080 GPU. We calibrated the location of the monitor
and the desk before each experiment session.

5.3 Procedure
Each participant completed a demographics questionnaire, then
completed a system tutorial to view and try all peeking techniques,
using a practice version of the task.

5.3.1 Math Task. Participants were presented with a multiple-
choice addition question with a missing variable - (Figure 6). The
math question, the value of - , and the correct multiple-choice an-
swer were decided randomly every trial. All components of the
math question were restricted to single digits, making the final
answer 18 or lower. The math question appears in one interface
(Desktop or VR) based on condition, and - appears in the other (VR
or Desktop, respectively). Participants would see the math ques-
tion in the first interface, peek or fully transition into the second
interface to find - , then return to the first interface to select an

answer. While the participant could answer the question using any
available technique, the baseline condition removed all peeking
techniques to prompt a full transition.

Participants had to begin a trial with the standard input and view-
ing devices for the current condition’s starting state. For example, in
conditions that required transitioning from VR toDesktop, the trial’s
UI would be disabled until the participant donned the HMD and
grabbed the VR controllers. The trial started when the participant
donned the appropriate starting input and viewing devices.

5.3.2 Unlock Subtask. In half of the trials, math questions and
answers were hidden behind an initial unlock subtask (Figure 7),
requiring that participants drag a handle from a starting position,
and release on top of a blue target. This could be completed using
any available input technique.We included this variation to evaluate
transitioning in both input and viewing devices as opposed to only
viewing.

5.3.3 Task Placement. In VR, UI panels (for either math questions
or answers) were placed in one of four positions (Figure 8): Desk,
at the desk, aligned with the physical monitor; High, 1 m above the
center of the physical monitor, encouraging participants to stand;
Side, 2 m to the right of the physical monitor, encouraging partici-
pants to move in the space; and Back, 3 m behind the participant
when facing the physical monitor, encouraging turning around.

5.3.4 NASA-TLX and Post-Questionnaire. After each experiment
condition, participants answered the first half of the NASA-TLX
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0 + X = ____0 + X = ____

Wearing VR HMD

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

0 + X = ____

Figure 6: The view-only peek variation of the study task, in the baseline techniqe, and the desktop-vr direction. (a) The
participant views the math problem on the desktop. (b) They don the headset. (c) They see the missing variable in VR. (d) They
remove the headset. (e) They answer the math problem on the desktop.

 X = 9

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Wearing VR HMD (entire trial)Wearing VR HMD (entire trial)

0 + X = ____ 0 + X = ____

Figure 7: The input+view peek variation of the study task, in the switchspace techniqe, and the vr-desktop direction.
(a) The participant unlocks the VR panel by completing the unlock subtask. (b) They see the math problem in VR. (c) They use a
VR-to-Desktop peeking technique (this shows one of many options) to unlock the desktop panel using the controllers. (d) They
see the missing variable on the desktop view. (e) They answer the math problem in VR.

Back

3 m

2 m

1 m

Side

Desk

High

Figure 8: The positions of the task panels in the virtual envi-
ronment: desk, high, side, and back.

questionnaire [23] for perceived workload. At the end of the ex-
periment, participants completed a post-questionnaire (Table 3) for
feedback about peeking techniques, their preferences, and overall
experiences.

5.4 Design
5.4.1 Independent Variables. This is a within-subject design, with
two primary independent variables: techniqe with two levels
(baseline, switchspace) and direction with two levels (desktop-
vr, vr-desktop). There are two secondary independent variables:
position with four levels (desk, high, side, back), and peek with
two levels (view-only, input+view). The order of direction was
counterbalanced using a Latin square, as was the order of tech-
niqe within each direction. This ordering allows participants to
complete both levels of techniqe back-to-back for each direc-
tion, reducing fatigue and enabling more direct subjective compar-
isons between techniqe levels.

Table 3: Open-ended questions in the post-questionnaire.
1. “Of the peeking techniques shown (viewing the VR scene from desktop, viewing
the desktop display from VR, etc.), which did you prefer to use and why?”

2. “Did you prefer cases where you had to fully switch, or could peek between
VR/Desktop?”

3. “Which aspects of the study felt comfortable?”

4. “Which aspects of the study felt uncomfortable? When did you experience the
discomfort?”

5. “If applicable, did any techniques in the study remedy the discomfort?”

6. “Which felt more difficult: switching from Desktop to VR, or from VR to desktop?
Why?”

7. “Do you have any other thoughts to share regarding these cross-modality (VR
and Desktop switching) interfaces?”

5.4.2 Dependent Variables. Dependent measures are computed
from logs. Time is computed as the time from entering the correct
state to start the trial, to correctly answering the math question. For
example, trials in the vr-desktop condition would start when the
participant fully transitioned to VR, and would end upon selecting
the correct answer. Drag Error is the average distance of the cursor
from the nearest point on the unlock task’s straight path while
dragging the handle. This 2D Euclidean distance is calculated along
an infinite hit-plane coplanar to the unlock subtask, meaning that
the participant can point past the task canvas (i.e., missing the task
entirely) without affecting Drag Error calculation. We normalize
Drag Error to be a percentage of the unlock subtask’s total length,
to control for it being a different physical size depending on viewing
technique. To evaluate Drag Error, each interaction technique is a
separate level of the independent variables input (controllers,
mouse) and viewing (real hmd, simulated hmd, real moni-
tor, panel-body, panel-world, virtual monitor). Transitions Per
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Figure 9: Results: (a) Time by techniqe and direction; (b)
Drag Error by techniqe and input; and (c) Drag Error by
techniqe and viewing. Error bars represent 95% CI. base-
line could only use real hmd and real monitor. virtual
monitor was rarely chosen, resulting in high variance.

Trial is the number of changes in the participant’s input technique,
viewing technique, or overall context (as in Figure 2) in a single
trial. Our implementation senses state transitions as described in
Sections 4.1–4.2, and records them separately as Input Transitions,
Viewing Transitions, and Context Transitions. Math Error Rate is
the proportion of trials where participants incorrectly answered
the math question at least once before answering correctly. Unlock
Error Rate is the proportion of trials where participants missed the
slider target (i.e., releasing the drag too early or late) in the unlock
task at least once. We treat each NASA-TLX question as its own
dependent variable: Mental, Physical, Temporal, Performance, Effort,
and Frustration.

In summary: 2 techniqes × 2 directions × 4 positions × 2
peeks = 32 data points per participant.

5.5 Results
For each combination of participant, techniqe, and direction,
we removed outliers by fully excluding from analysis any trial with
Time, Drag Error, or Transitions more than 2 standard deviations
from the mean: 28 trials (5.5%) were removed. Of the 28 trials re-
moved, 14 were in the first trial for each condition (likely due to
learning) and the rest were non-uniformly scattered along the 7
remaining trials for each condition. Examining the distribution
of outliers shows that nearly all outliers were due to their Time.
The ANOVA assumptions of homoscedasticity and normality were

tested and corrected with log-transform or aligned-rank transform
where noted, and we report Greenhouse-Geisser (n < 0.75) cor-
rected degrees of freedom when the assumption of sphericity was
violated. All pairwise comparisons use pairwise Wilcoxon signed-
rank tests with Holm-Bonferroni corrections.

5.5.1 Learning Effect. We are interested in practised performance,
so we remove initial slower trials due to learning effects. An initial
log-transformed Time × trial ANOVA found a significant effect
(�7,475 = 12.94, ? < .001), and pairwise comparisons showed that
trials 1 – 3 were slower than trials 4 – 8. In subsequent analysis, we
use trials 4 through 8 for each condition as they represent practised
performance [41].

5.5.2 Time. Participants completed the task faster in all cases when
they could use peeking techniques, but the effect was more pro-
nounced when going from VR to desktop (Figure 9a). We analyzed
log-transformed values for Time using a techniqe × direction
× position × peek ANOVA. We found a main effect of tech-
niqe on Time (�1,276 = 131.1, ? < .001) showing that in general,
switchspace was faster than baseline (14.8 s vs 23.8 s). While there
was no main effect of direction, we found a techniqe × direc-
tion interaction effect (�1,276 = 23.3, ? < .001), prompting post-hoc
tests for each techniqe. We found significant effects between all
combinations of techniqe and direction, but the effect of di-
rection was more pronounced in baseline (/ = 2.92, ? < .005)
than in switchspace (/ = 2.32, ? < .05).

Participants completed tasks faster when the VR portion was
near the desk. We found a main effect of position on Time (�3,276 =
5.64, ? < .001). Pairwise comparisons showed that conditionswhere
position was near the desk (desk or high) were completed more
quickly (/ = 2.31, ? < .05) than those away from the desk (17.6 s
vs 21.0 s).

Participants were slower when required to peek in input and
viewing. We found a main effect of peek on Time (�1,276 = 149.9, ? <

.001), showing that trials with an input+view peek were slower
(24.5 s vs 14.6 s).

5.5.3 Drag Error. When using peeking techniques to complete the
unlock task, the controllers were as accurate as the mouse (Fig-
ure 9b), and the VR headset was as accurate as the desktop display
(Figure 9c). Residuals for Drag Error were not normally distributed,
so we analyzed log-transformed values using a techniqe × in-
put × viewing × direction ANOVA. We found a main effect of
techniqe (�1,581 = 5.98, ? < .05), input (�1,581 = 26.93, ? < .001),
and viewing (�5,581 = 3.91, ? < .01) on Time. We found signifi-
cant techniqe × input (�1,581 = 7.26, ? < .01) and techniqe ×
viewing (�2,581 = 7.26, ? < .01) interactions, prompting separate
post-hoc analysis by techniqe. While using the controllers and
the HMD in baseline resulted in almost twice as much (95.8%more)
drag error as themouse and the desktop display (/ = 6.09, ? < .001),
there were no significant differences between input or viewing
devices in switchspace.

5.5.4 Transitions. Participants changed context states more often
when peeking techniques were available (Figure 10a). We analyzed
transitions using a techniqe × direction × peek ANOVA on
aligned rank-transformed values, as residuals were not normally dis-
tributed.Therewas amain effect of techniqe (�1,461.6 = 124.7, ? <
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Figure 10: Results: (a) Context Transitions by techniqe, direction, and peek; (b) Input Transitions by techniqe and peek;
and (c) Viewing Transitions by techniqe. Error bars represent 95% CI.

.001) and peek (�1,461.4 = 108.1, ? < .001) on Context Transitions, as
well as a techniqe × peek interaction effect (�1,461.6 = 116.4, ? <

.001), prompting separate pairwise comparisons by peek. Partici-
pants transitioned between context states more in the switchspace
technique than in baseline when the panels needed to be unlocked
(7.2 times per trial vs 5.3, / = 8.50, ? < .001), but there was no
significant difference when panels did not need to be unlocked.
There was no significant effect of direction.

Participants changed input states less often in general when
peeking techniques were available, and more often when the panels
needed to be unlocked (Figure 10b). We found a main effect of
techniqe on Input Transitions (�1,228.8 = 21.6, ? < .001), showing
that participants changed input techniques fewer times per trial in
the switchspace technique than in baseline (2.2 times per trial
vs 2.7). We also found a main effect of peek on Input Transitions
(�1,226.8 = 10.4, ? < .01) showing that participants changed input
devices more often when panels required unlocking (2.8 times per
trial vs 2.3).

Participants transitioned between viewing states more often
when peeking techniques were available (Figure 10c). There was
a main effect of techniqe on Viewing Transitions (�1,224.9 =

52.9, ? < .001) showing that participants changed their viewing
device more often per trial when peeking techniques were available
(6.1 times per trial vs 3.0).

5.5.5 Error Rates. Participants rarely answered the math question
incorrectly, and the number of unlock errors depended on task
position. Residuals for Math Error Rate and Unlock Error Rate were
not normally distributed, so we analyzed aligned-rank transformed
error rates using a techniqe × direction × position × peek
ANOVA. We found no significant effects on Math Error Rate, which
were below 3% for all levels of techniqe × direction.There was a
main effect of position on Unlock Error Rate (�3,293.4 = 6.2,? < .001),
and pairwise tests found that side was more error-prone than high
(/ = 2.33, ? < .05). Mean values (± 95% CI) are 31.3% ± 10.2% for
side, 14.1%±7.9% for high, 12.5%±8.8% for desk, and 15.6%±8.1%
for back.

5.5.6 NASA-TLX. Peeking techniques reduced perceived workload
across several categories, but varied based on task direction (Fig-
ure 11). We analyze answers to the six NASA-TLX questions across
all four combinations of techniqe and direction. Peeking tech-
niques reduced Mental workload in vr-desktop (/ = 3.12, ? < .05),
but did not affect desktop-vr. Peeking techniques reduced Physical

workload in both vr-desktop (/ = 3.21, ? < .01) and desktop-
vr (/ = 3.16, ? < .01). vr-desktop-switchspace was also lower
than desktop-vr-baseline (/ = 3.22, ? < .01), and desktop-vr-
switchspace was lower than vr-desktop-baseline (/ = 3.07,
? < .01). Peeking techniques also reduced Temporal workload, but
only in vr-desktop (/ = 2.81, ? < .05). There were no significant
differences in ratings for perceived Performance. Peeking techniques
reduced perceived Effort in both vr-desktop (/ = 3.49, ? < .05)
and desktop-vr (/ = 2.98, ? < .05). vr-desktop-switchspace
was also lower than desktop-vr-baseline (/ = 3.38, ? < .05), and
desktop-vr-switchspace was lower than vr-desktop-baseline
(/ = 2.98, ? < .05). Peeking techniques reduced Frustration in
both vr-desktop (/ = 3.38, ? < .05) and desktop-vr (/ = 2.95,
? < .05). vr-desktop-switchspace was also lower than desktop-
vr-baseline (/ = 3.45, ? < .05), and desktop-vr-switchspace
was lower than vr-desktop-baseline (/ = 2.57, ? < .05).

5.5.7 Preferences and Feedback. Participants generally preferred
configurations where they could maintain their starting input and
viewing devices. If necessary, they would rather change their view-
ing device than their input device. 15 of 16 participants preferred
peeking to fully transitioning.

Participants’ preferred techniques in the post-questionnaire were
the body-anchored desktop view for vr-desktop, and the simu-
lated HMD view for desktop-vr. To verify, for each direction in
the switchspace conditions, we calculated the proportion of all
transitions that put the user in a peek state. For vr-desktop, the
body-anchored panel view was activated the most (63% of 211 view-
ing peek transitions), followed by the world-anchored panel view
(34%) and the virtual monitor (3%). For desktop-vr, the simulated
HMD view was activated the most (41% of 274 viewing peek transi-
tions), followed by donning the headset (33%). Some participants in
the desktop-vr conditions would fully transition to VR to find - ,
then answer the question using a VR-to-desktop peeking technique.
This represented 11% (world-anchored panel), 10% (body-anchored
panel), and 5% (virtual monitor) of peek transitions. The transitions
for input, generally reduced by peeking techniques (from 458 total
in baseline to 129 in switchspace), showed roughly even use of
the mouse and the controllers. Techniques using the virtual monitor,
namely moving the mouse in VR or the controller-mouse peeking
technique (sliding the controller on the desk to provide mouse-like
cursor input), represented 6 total transitions across all participants.
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Figure 11: Results from the NASA-TLX questions by techniqe and direction. Error bars represent 95% CI.

This caused the large confidence interval in the virtual monitor
Drag Error result (Figure 9c).

Participants preferred techniques that let them maintain their
current input and viewing devices. In the vr-desktop condition,
most preferred the body-anchored desktop view for peeking to the
desktop. P14 explains: “If I’m already in VR, I like using the body
interface to peek at the desktop because it’s quick and not obtrusive”.
In desktop-vr, most participants preferred the simulated HMD
view. P4 “caught on quickly to how it worked […], it felt like an
extension of how I already know how to use a mouse and keyboard”.
P1 agreed: “Being able to stay in one aspect of the monitor/VR was
great for extended periods of time, vs constant switching.” Participants
thought “any technique that kept me using one input modality was
great” [P10].

Some participants preferred desktop view panels at different
times. In the view-only trials where the missing number was
easily visible, some participants preferred to quickly check the
body-anchored panel. In input+view, some participants preferred
the world-anchored panel because “[the body-anchored panel] can
sometimes feel shaky or unstable since it moves with my body” [P3].

Participants found donning and doffing the HMD uncomfortable.
For example, P10 “felt like I always had to adjust its positioning (either
because the rubber sometimes got caught in my hair, or I had to make
loosen and again tighten it)”. P12 agreed: “[I preferred] anything that
lets me avoid putting down the headset (or putting it on in the first
place)”.

In baseline, five participants forgot the value of - and had to
transition back to the secondary interface to complete the trial.
Peeking techniques reduced this forgetfulness, or at least made
transitioning again more convenient: “I don’t think I can remember
X [the missing value] after taking so long to switch. [I liked peek-
ing because] I didn’t feel the pressure of remembering X and it was
handy to look again if insecurity hit or if I had some memory lapse
issue” [P15].

5.6 Discussion (RQ2)
The formative study demonstrated that real-world VR users en-
counter usability challenges associated with their cross-reality
workflows. To address this, this experiment’s primary goal was
to answer RQ2 by evaluating context-aware peeking as an effective
and preferable alternative to fully transitioning. Our results expand
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Figure 12: Headset Wear Transitions by techniqe and di-
rection. Error bars represent 95% CI.

on the findings of the formative study and show that while transi-
tioning between VR and desktop interfaces can be arduous, having
a quick way to accomplish the same cross-reality task without
transitioning makes it easier and faster.

The increase in speed using peeking techniques shows how the
need to manipulate a headset and controllers can affect the speed of
a cross-reality workflow. Especially in the baseline conditions, the
need to manage the position of the HMD, mouse, and controllers
caused significant time penalties. This was especially true in the
trials where the task was placed in the side or back positions, as
participants either had to physically go back to the desk to place
devices down or hold multiple devices in one hand when transi-
tioning. The speed benefit was the most dramatic in vr-desktop,
suggesting that quickly summoning the desktop view was a faster
technique than navigating the simulated HMD view, even if both
provided notable improvements.

Peeking techniques decreased Drag Error, suggesting that at
least in our synthetic task, the ability to peek between interfaces
resolved accuracy differences between mouse and controllers, and
between the HMD and the monitor. This may be because the sliding
task was simple for both mouse pointing and controller raycasting,
but the dramatic change in relative error between baseline and
switchspace suggests that the change was due to peeking.

The Number of Transitions further illustrates how peeking tech-
niques affect usage habits. Participants changed their context more
often when peeking techniques were available. This may be be-
cause there were more intermediary techniques available in the
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switchspace condition. However, these results become more inter-
esting when considering the different categories of state transitions
separately. Viewing Transitions considers activating peeking tech-
niques such as the simulated HMD view or the VR desktop views,
but the results prompt deeper investigation into pure hardware
changes. To explore more deeply, we analyzed how often partici-
pants would don or doff the headset in a single trial (Headset Wear
Transitions). Overall, participants donned or doffed the headset less
when peeking techniques were available (Figure 12). We found a
main effect of techniqe (�1,229.3 = 63.2, ? < .001) and direction
(�1,228.3 = 30.6, ? < .001) on Headset Wear Transitions, as well as a
techniqe × direction interaction effect (�1,225.3 = 9.0, ? < .01),
prompting separate comparisons by direction. People transitioned
fewer times per trial using switchspace than baseline, but the
difference was larger in vr-desktop (/ = 8.49, ? < .001 for both).
Overall, having peeking techniques available enabled people to
transition between VR and Desktop more often, while manipulating
actual hardware less.

The Math Error Rate results validates our choice of task, it was
easy enough to be completed regardless of interface. The results for
Unlock Error Rate suggest that while transitioning interfaces may
not have affected drag accuracy in our task, the user’s position rel-
ative to the dragging task may have been contributed. Participants
in some trials would sacrifice accuracy for comfort by raycasting to
the side panel from their seated position at the desk. We chose not
to set a maximum distance at which the trial could be completed,
which may have caused this effect.

Peeking techniques generally reduced NASA-TLX scores, which
is surprising considering that participants had to learn multiple
different input and viewing techniques. Most participants preferred
using one technique for each direction, suggesting that the per-
ceived benefit of transitioning outweighs the effort of learning a
new technique as long as the amount of learning isminimal. Peeking
techniques impacted more categories of workload in vr-desktop,
suggesting that the gestural (body-anchored view) or single-button
(world-anchored view) techniques may have been simpler to use
than the 3D navigation of the simulated HMD view.

The Preferences and Feedback further contextualize our results.
Participants preferred peeking techniques that reduced hardware
changes as well as the amount of movement. The preferences for
raycast-based techniques in VR (panel-body, panel-world) and
mouse-based techniques in Desktop (simulated hmd) suggest that
hardware changes and physical motion are the driving factors of
discomfort in transitioning. Moreover, these peeking techniques
maintain the most common interaction metaphors for their associ-
ated primary state (raycasting in VR and mouse cursor in Desktop),
which could explain this preference. This is evident in the results
for Drag Error, particularly for virtual monitor. While all other
techniques were used in at least 30 trials across all participants, the
virtual monitor technique was used in only 3 trials, causing the
large variance and resulting large error bar in Figure 9c. Partici-
pants forgetting the value of - mid-trial in the baseline technique
suggests that in addition to disorientation or discomfort [26], ma-
nipulating hardware and re-orienting to the real world can impact
short-term memory, possibly due to higher cognitive load. The par-
ticipant comments also further contextualize the NASA-TLX results,
suggesting that manipulating hardware, not transitioning input or

viewing techniques, was the biggest contributor to the increased
perceived workload in baseline.

6 GENERAL DISCUSSION
Our goal with this work was twofold: understand the challenges
and preferences of VR content creators with cross-reality workflows
(RQ1), and use these insights to develop an effective and prefer-
able alternative to fully transitioning devices (RQ2). The formative
study shows that users with cross-reality workflows do transition
between desktop and VR, but these changes are uncomfortable,
disruptive, and most importantly, temporary (RQ1). Focusing on
the temporary nature of desktop-VR transitioning gives rise to
a design space of momentary “peeking” techniques, which make
cross-reality workflows faster, less cognitively demanding, and
overall preferable to fully transitioning between interfaces (RQ2).
We present design recommendations based on our results, discuss
possible limitations in our methods, and discuss future applications
for cross-reality peeking techniques.

6.1 Design Recommendations
Our results suggest general design guidelines for cross-reality work-
flows, building on earlier work in cross-reality blending [20, 26, 31]
but with specific focus on transitioning between desktop and VR.

6.1.1 Minimize Hardware Changes. Participants preferred peeking
techniques that allowed them to avoid manipulating hardware.
Peeking techniques generally reduced both input device transitions
and headset transitions, and the most common peeking techniques
were the body- andworld-anchored desktop view for VR-to-desktop
peeking, and the simulated HMD view for desktop-to-VR, both
of which avoid changing input or viewing hardware. Hardware
changes while in VR can be especially difficult, since without reality-
blending techniques [24, 31] or appropriate real-virtual aligned
models [40], there is no visual way to find the mouse or keyboard
in the real world. Cross-reality peeking allows users to circumvent
hardware changes, and future designers should consider avoiding
hardware changes in cross-reality interface design.

6.1.2 Design for Physical Space. Our findings illustrate that peek-
ing techniques also reduce physical movements. Our experiment
required participants to walk around a space to interact with panels
in the VR scene, as well as return to a physical desk. As before, the
most common peeking techniques allowed users to avoid move-
ment, since the simulated HMD view was done at the desk, and
the body- and world-anchored desktop views could be summoned
anywhere in the VR environment. Some peeking techniques were
not used by participants, likely due to the requirement to move
back to the desk. For example, the VR-to-desktop techniques which
summoned the desk-aligned virtual monitor (requiring the user to
move back to the desk) were almost completely unused. This may
have been a result of our task design, as other cross-reality tasks
(e.g., using the virtual monitor and mouse to control secondary
a camera within the VR scene) could make returning to the desk
more worthwhile. Peeking techniques that minimize real-world
movement can make tasks faster, especially in more constrained
real-world environments.
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6.1.3 Use Familiar Interface Metaphors. The most frequently-used
peeking techniques maintained the typical interface metaphor for
their primary state. For desktop-to-VR peeking, the simulated HMD
view utilized standard WIMP mouse interaction [11]. Likewise, for
VR-to-desktop, the body- and world-anchored desktop views used
raycasting, a common interaction technique in consumer VR. Point-
ing the VR controller at the physical monitor or using the controller
on the desk like a mouse were underutilized, perhaps because they
introduced new metaphors. Designers should consider peeking
techniques which maintain the most common input mechanism of
the primary state.

6.2 Limitations
6.2.1 Task Choice. The math task was designed to be simple and
experimentally controllable, while still prompting transitions faith-
ful to those described in the formative study and design space. It
uses 2D selection on a 3D plane, as well as 6DOF raycast input for
some desktop and VR input methods. Previous work found differ-
ences between 2D and 3D pointing and manipulation tasks [3–5, 7],
meaning task-specific performance results such as our 2D Drag Er-
ror may not apply for all implementations. However, our emphasis
on transitions within a simple task means that our relative results
for Time, Number of Transitions, NASA-TLX, and Preferences and
Feedback likely provide generalized insights.

6.2.2 Other Usage Contexts. Our work did not consider all varia-
tions of cross-reality interaction, like responding to bystanders [14,
27] or different approaches to reality blending [34]. We focus on
workflows involving a single person with basic reality-blending
techniques to render their physical desk and monitor in VR. Future
work could explore VR-desktop peeking techniques that consider
specialized scenarios with bystanders and more complex reality
blending.

6.2.3 Technique Choice. Our experiment shows that context-aware
peeking is effective and preferable, but more specialized 3D tasks
may require extending our current set of peeking techniques. We
chose our peeking techniques to be best suited for cross-reality
pointing and selection because they are essential and common in
both desktop and VR interactions, and the formative study found
related tasks like quickly changing settings on desktop then view-
ing the effects in VR. However, while our techniques support some
3D interaction, like 6DOF pointing and 3D camera manipulation,
more complex 3D manipulations like docking would warrant ex-
tending our techniques for more complex direct manipulation. De-
signing input peeking techniques to support more complex 3D
tasks would likely be simple extensions within our design space.
For example, SwitchSpace’s context-awareness could easily trigger
mode-switches between simple and more complex input, like the
2D-3D transitions of Bogdan et al. [7]. Future work should evaluate
more complex tasks with a larger set of peeking techniques.

6.2.4 Hardware. The Quest Pro has a small gap between the user’s
nose and the headset, which some participants wanted to look
through in order to see the desktop. We instructed participants
to fully remove the headset when transitioning to desktop to con-
trol for inconsistencies between headset models and gather more

general insights. This could be considered another form of peek-
ing technique, especially for non-occlusive headsets [20]. Similarly,
some study participants wanted to rest the headset on their forehead
when checking the desktop display. We used the built-in proximity
sensor to sense when the headset is put on or taken off, so resting
the headset on the forehead can cause the system to function as
if the headset is still worn. We instructed participants to remove
the headset entirely when transitioning to desktop, but this may
have resulted in slightly longer Time measures in baseline. How-
ever, the mean decreases in Time (3.9 s in desktop-vr and 14.1
s in vr-desktop) suggest that peeking techniques would still be
faster. A more custom hardware implementation could use sensors
other than headset proximity to avoid this issue. Another hard-
ware limitation is that some VR systems depend on the sensors in
the HMD to track the controllers. As a result, peeking techniques
where controllers are tracked independently may not work for all
VR systems.

6.3 Future Work
Our work is part of a continuing effort to make spatial computing
more interoperable with other categories of computing.

6.3.1 Additional Cross-Reality Tasks. Our design space provides
insights for a simple cross-reality pointing task, but more detailed
comparisons extending our techniques toward more complex tasks
is an interesting avenue of future work. For example, our through-
the-monitor raycast technique, extended by adding simple swipe
motions or a contextual mode-switch between 3Dmanipulation and
2D pointing [7], could allow the VR controllers to be more suitable
for use in desktop-based 3D design programs without the need to
fully enter VR. Similarly, in-VR locomotion (e.g., teleportation [8] or
walking-in-place [28, 44]) could extend our input peeking technique
of using the mouse in VR to select a new in-VR position without
fully having to grab VR controllers.

6.3.2 Alternate Context Signals. We designed our state machine
and peeking techniques around a definition of context which in-
cludes input and viewing devices. However, other factors in a user’s
environment could be repurposed into state machine input. For
example, context aware systems could track whether a user is at
or away from their desk, or whether they are seated or standing.
Future work could examine additional sources of context.

6.3.3 Passthrough for Peeking. The cameras on current VR HMDs
enable a “passthrough” mode for viewing the real world while
wearing the HMD. While the resolutions of cameras in current
passthrough systems are generally too low for detailed cross-reality
work, future work could evaluate higher-fidelity passthrough func-
tions as another peeking technique, extending and further evaluat-
ing implementations like George et al. [16] or Do et al. [14].

6.3.4 Addressing Situational Impairments. A large body of accessi-
bility work focuses on situational impairments, temporary degrada-
tion of the user’s capabilities based on their current circumstances.
For example, walking can affect typing accuracy [19]. Some work
addresses situational impairments in augmented reality using gaze-
based interfaces [17], but little work examines how context can
be used to overcome additional situational impairments for VR
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interfaces. With regard to our study, using a primary interface for
a task that requires the temporary use of another interface can be
considered a type of situational impairment. Future work could
design for such situational impairments more explicitly.

7 CONCLUSION
Informed by a formative study with VR users and content creators,
we presented SwitchSpace, a design space for context-aware UI
which enables quick and temporary ”peeking” between VR and
desktop interfaces. Peeking techniques in SwitchSpace are deter-
mined by changes in input device (mouse or VR controllers) and
viewing device (desktop display or VR HMD). Peeking techniques
enabled users to transition between VR and desktop more often,
but manipulate hardware less. A user study of peeking interaction
techniques found they made a controlled cross-reality workflow
faster, more comfortable, and less cognitively demanding.

Interface changes are inevitable in modern VR workflows. Our
design space allows VR applications to use these changes as input,
rather than as distractions or hindrances to productivity, helping
make cross-reality interfaces more comfortable, more accessible,
and more fluid for extended use.
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